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Leading the Change
Ruchee Anand
Head - Search & Staﬀing, India
LinkedIn Talent Solutions

The race for automation is gathering momentum
across the globe. Artiﬁcial intelligence, big data,
diversity, side hustles - these aren't mere
buzzwords anymore, but areas that will decide
the future of candidates, companies and countries.
When we speak to talent leaders, they raise related
questions: What happens when these changes
completely disrupt the way we function? What's the
impact on jobs? How do we get our organizations
ready? How are other leaders in the industry
thinking about transformation?
We reached out to staﬀing leaders from the industry
and compiled their experiences and expectations.
Here are our three key takeaways:
- The need to focus on exchanging thoughts
and ideas and strengthening relationships with
customers and the larger staﬀing community.

- Investing in training and development of your
employees to keep pace with new transformations.
- Being relentless in establishing your talent
decisions with data-driven insights.
It's not enough to follow the lead anymore.
With the rest of the world already on board and
building capabilities around automation driven
transformations, it's a race against time.
This book is our attempt to get the best intelligence
and insights on the 'Workforce of the future' in one
place. It's been an exciting and knowledgeable
journey bringing this book to life -- exchanging
passionate ideas with leaders that continue to
inspire change and make the workplace a nucleus
for innovation, and not fear. We hope it'll move and
embolden you to pursue your ambitions and stay
ahead of the curve.

Get Ready for the Future of Work
Paul Dupuis
MD and CEO
Randstad India

The future of work is
a commitment to taking business
to the next level – a melding of
eﬀicient ‘tech’ that is leveraged
to improve the ‘touch’ of the
customer experience.

We stand at a promise ﬁlled crossroad of a
digital focused and technology driven world.
This transformation is industry agnostic and has
redeﬁned established orders to create new classes
of enterprises and ecosystems. Even more
interesting is the manner in which the new realities
of connectivity and disruptive talent models are
changing the future of work.
There are those who view technology with a
degree of suspicion. I am not a subscriber of that
view; rather I see technology as an enabling
disruptor. Technology and the human touch have
always travelled together through the three
industrial revolutions. Now, in the interconnected
fourth digital revolution, ‘tech’ and ‘touch’ at work
are poised to strike a new and innovative balance.
Essential human skills will occupy critical positions
amongst jobs across the value chain. Adding to the
interesting mix will be independent workers oﬀering
their ‘uberized’ services on digital platforms.
As organizations plan for future growth, I see a
deﬁnite need for re-inventing the way we create
job requirements, organize workplace structures
and environments. It calls for building a ‘liquid
workforce’. In doing so, we can achieve the
highest value in leveraging technology to
transform people and organizations into highly
adaptable and future-ready workplaces.
We need to return to the basics that put people
ﬁrst. Only, we need to tweak this ﬁrm principle
for the digital age that we are in today. It means
looking at people as the ultimate strategic
diﬀerentiator. As the head of an enterprise where
talent is the center of what we do, I am convinced
that the future of work is one where some jobs
will be made redundant by automation and AI,
but the essential human skills will be the
underpinning framework for business success.

And what would these skills be? Empathy.
Persuasion through communication. Problem
solving in more conﬂicted situations. Strategic
decision making with vision and foresight.
Social skills. Emotional intelligence.
Organizations will have to design talent practices
to attract, develop, engage and motivate their
people diﬀerently and creatively. My ﬁrst
recommendation to companies is that they invest
in understanding the current state and expectations
of their talent. This will provide the right inputs to
manage the future of work, talent and workplaces.
It will also provide a deep understanding on
building value-add human skills in a postautomation scenario.
This can be followed by redesigning the
workplace to a more collaborative environment
where high performance is enabled and
opportunities are fostered for innovation and
growth. A melting pot that blends full-time,
contingent and the gig economy talent to
increase productivity and scalability, while
optimizing time & resources.
The future of work is a commitment to taking
business to the next level – a melding of eﬀicient
‘tech’ that is leveraged to improve the ‘touch’ of
the customer experience. I look at it as an exciting
opportunity – one where we develop paradigms
that will come to deﬁne workplaces of the future
through innovation, continuous learning and
collaboration. It is an uncharted path, but the
eﬀort of seamlessly blending the talent and
business agenda will be a reward unto itself.
A er all we are in the business of helping people
and organizations grow. Technology with the most
advanced artiﬁcial intelligence simply can't replace
the human touch.
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The World of Work and Survival
of the Trusted Advisor
Shiv Agrawal
Managing Director
ABC Consultants

Hardly a day goes by when we don’t hear words
such as automation, artiﬁcial intelligence, machine
learning, robotics, analytics, etc. What were
considered buzzwords until not so long ago, are
now undeniably redeﬁning and disrupting several
industries and job roles.
While there are some great and obvious beneﬁts
to improved eﬀiciencies, the other side of the coin
I worry about is the very real fear of jobless growth
in a young country like India. I remember walking
away quite disturbed from a conversation with the
head of HR of a large Indian automobile company
and the talk of robotics reducing the workforce by
50 percent while doubling production capacity
over the next ﬁve years.
The very composition of workforce has changed in
the last decade or so. A few key factors contributing
to this change include:

This change is reshaping the staﬀing
industry permanently. The role of a recruiter
may diminish, but not that of a consultant.
Clients will always need a trusted advisor by
their side. And recruitment ﬁrms are the
frontrunners to play that role.

Millennial talent: Their priorities are diﬀerent and
so is their decision-making process.
Job security is a thing of past: Employees are
no longer tied to their organizations and do not
hesitate in taking up new challenges, switching
domains or even industries.
Agile workforce: People are more ﬂexible, be it
something as simple as working hours or something
as complicated as a vague job-descriptions.
Temporary workforce is growing: Demonetization
and GST have given a further push to bringing an
entire segment of workers into the mainstream.

The Gig-Economy is very real: A labour market
characterized by the prevalence of short-term
contracts or freelance work as opposed to
permanent jobs. This is even moving into the
C-Suite with ‘CXOs on rent’ emerging (e.g. Project
Director for six months to set up a factory unit,
CFO for one year to help prepare for an IPO, etc).
Focus on workplace experience: Beyond the pay
cheque, the workforce now looks at what’s more?
Collaborative and connected workplaces:
Workplaces are quickly turning into open
workplaces where anyone and everyone can
collaborate on a project with the emergence
of new age communication tools.
Three generations of the workforce with their own
working-styles are reshaping our workplaces. While
it may appear to be business as usual, a closer look
will show that it’s technology that’s at the very heart
of this smooth transition. Technology is disrupting
the recruitment business as we traditionally know it.
Some changes we see are:
• Technology has democratized data which
everyone (including our clients!) has access to.
So, recruitment businesses that viewed
candidate sourcing as their core skill ﬁnd
themselves constantly swimming against the
tide. We recently acquired QuezX -- a recruitment
aggregator platform that is aiming to consolidate
a disaggregated recruitment market and help us
build a giant recruitment company without
any recruiters!

• Machine learning-based screening tools help us
source, screen, and ﬁlter through millions of CVs
which would otherwise take hours.
• Robotics & AI are gradually being used to start
eliminating routine tasks in recruitment like
interview, scheduling, and coordination.
• Use of tools such as video interviewing, and online
assessments are eliminating the time, money, and
eﬀort involved in ﬁrst level of screening candidates.
• Platforms like Applicant Tracking Systems help us
manage our vast databases better. We implemented
Bullhorn at ABC last year with a simple thought: ‘If
only ABC knew, what ABC knows’. Every single
interaction of every recruiter at ABC with every
client and candidate is captured and accessible for
others to leverage. We build a ‘Community brain’
and when I walk into a client oﬀice, I am backed by
the power of every individual’s knowledge.
This change driven by technology is not a
passing phase that will just go away. This is
fundamental and reshaping the staﬀing industry
permanently. Traditional business models need to
be remodelled and some bold and innovative calls
need to be taken by recruitment ﬁrms. The role of
the recruiter may diminish, but not of a consultant.
Clients will always need a trusted advisor by their
side. Recruitment ﬁrms are the frontrunners to
play that role.
My one piece of advice would be - don’t try and be
everything for everybody. Find a niche that you can
be the best at, and nail that niche.
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When Sci-ﬁ Meets Reality
Harish Kumar M
Founder
Wenger & Watson Inc

Artiﬁcial Intelligence can be
a supplement to human insight,
not substitute.

Artiﬁcial intelligence is a manifestation of sci-ﬁ and
reality. Deep learning advancements have enabled
neural networks to get to the crux of the problem
and a simpler, better, and more comfortable world
today. We have transitioned from the age-old radio
to the new age Google Play; from self-driving cars
to Google Echo and Amazon's Alexa, creating a
larger dependency on these applications but also
an easier and eﬀortless lifestyle.
While we are now reaping the obvious beneﬁts of
AI, it is time to think about what it can do for
recruitment.
The Perks
AI-based research has gone beyond ﬁnding talent
with expected skills. Data research and gathering
insights about a potential candidate is another
functional beneﬁt useful for senior management
and critical roles. We saw the era of various ATS and
other talent management so ware coming in. This
decade is laying the foundation for harnessing Data
Analytics and Search Optimization for talent
mapping to facilitate highly accurate search.
Candidate identiﬁcation is another area that will
get hugely impacted by AI. Repetitive tasks such as
automated screening, and notifying candidates can
be taken care of leaving the talent acquisition team
with more time for candidate engagement and
conversion – the hardest tasks in recruitment. A er
all, a business stands on making sales and the art
of persuasion. Passive candidates can also be
identiﬁed and receive timely, relevant and targetted
notiﬁcations with AI applications.

AI uses techniques such as machine learning,
natural language processing, and sentiment
analysis to learn, troubleshoot, and problem
solve. “Automated HR tools have built-in
capabilities to think faster; that leaves HR to
focus on more meaningful things like getting
candidates onboarded,” says Glenn Dittrich,
Director Smarter Workforce, IBM Asia Paciﬁc.
Human bias towards candidates can also be
automated by programming it into screening
techniques to consciously improve ﬁltration.
The Threat
70 percent of TA executives fear automation could
lead to job losses in Asia over the next ﬁve years
but also foresee their roles evolving into broader,
strategic, and more productive ones.
While it's true that search related jobs like
talent/market mapping can become irrelevant,
it can be compensated with more jobs in other
streams like Analytics, Bigdata, Devops, etc.
Take Away
“Artiﬁcial Intelligence can be a supplement
to human insight, not substitute.”

Artiﬁcial intelligence is a manifestation of sci-ﬁ and
reality. Deep learning advancements have enabled
neural networks to get to the crux of the problem
and a simpler, better, and more comfortable world
today. We have transitioned from the age-old radio
to the new age Google Play; from self-driving cars
to Google Echo and Amazon's Alexa, creating a
larger dependency on these applications but also
an easier and eﬀortless lifestyle.
While we are now reaping the obvious beneﬁts of
AI, it is time to think about what it can do for
recruitment.
The Perks
AI-based research has gone beyond ﬁnding talent
with expected skills. Data research and gathering
insights about a potential candidate is another
functional beneﬁt useful for senior management
and critical roles. We saw the era of various ATS and
other talent management so ware coming in. This
decade is laying the foundation for harnessing Data
Analytics and Search Optimization for talent
mapping to facilitate highly accurate search.
Candidate identiﬁcation is another area that will
get hugely impacted by AI. Repetitive tasks such as
automated screening, and notifying candidates can
be taken care of leaving the talent acquisition team
with more time for candidate engagement and
conversion – the hardest tasks in recruitment. A er
all, a business stands on making sales and the art
of persuasion. Passive candidates can also be
identiﬁed and receive timely, relevant and targetted
notiﬁcations with AI applications.
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Gearing up for Jobs
of the Future

Mehul Shah

Kapil Sharma

Managing Director
Collabera Inc.

Chief Sales Oﬀicer - IB
Collabera Inc.

As per the technology landscape changes, we
have re-oriented our sales force. Classroom sessions
as well as online courses on latest technology like AI,
IoT, Automation Analytics, are made available for our
employees and consultants through our specialized
training arm - Collabera TACT.
10 | Workforce of the Future

In a short span of time, a wave of technological
innovation has revolutionized traditional job
fundamentals, due to which the demand for skilled
professionals who can handle these emerging
technologies is on an exponential rise. CXOs
worldwide are redeﬁning their business strategies
based on these advanced technologies.
At Collabera, the good thing is we have global
operations. Working with customers from other
regions allows us to identify moments of disruption
sooner and prepare our arsenal accordingly.
We began our journey in automation a year
and a half ago - identifying areas that would
be positively inﬂuenced by this change.
Customers and candidates are at the core of
everything we do, and we began by ﬁrst and
foremost automating candidate requests. We
had agents working in long shi s to handle
candidate queries; but in the new world,
AI bots helped increase throughput. More
candidates handled per hour meant
enhanced customer experience. We could
help many more candidates In ﬁnding their
ideal role, followed by a richer human
interaction, thus boosting conversions.

That means domain checks, industry matches,
and other advanced shortlists are taken care of.
This helps our recruiters focus on the most
important part of the process - interacting with
candidates and placing them in the right role.
Reskilling employees is as important a process as
deciding the next technology. O en, they need to
run in parallel. We've given option to our
consultants and employees for classroom sessions,
supplemented by online learning modules using
our specialized training arm Collabera TACT. It's
important for client-facing roles to be prepared for
conversations around the impact of technology; we
are in the industry of consulting a er all. A knock-on
eﬀect was that we started receiving training
requests from our customers for their internal
teams, too.
There is no doubt that emerging technologies will
transform the job market by 2020. The future will be
a healthy collaboration between man and machine.
Now more than ever, corporate organizations will
rely on the staﬀing industry to help them ﬁnd the
right resources. It now depends on the people
involved in staﬀing to transform themselves to
understand the changing needs of a client and
help fulﬁll their demands.

The second area we have seen an impact in is
resume parsing. While it has existed for many
years, with NLP (Natural Language Processing)
technology, we are now able to enhance the resume
parsing quality. It's no longer a string-based search.
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India is touted to have 64% of the working age
group comprising of millennials by 2020, which
is making executive staﬀing ﬁrms change the way
they approach their work and candidate journeys.

Is your Business Millennial Ready?
Joseph Devasia
Managing Director, India
Antal International

Search and staﬀing ﬁrms will have
to make drastic changes to rigid work
policies, work environments, and cultural
norms to ﬁt this vibrant workforce.
It's not a challenge, but just a diﬀerent
style of working.

This much-spoken about generation is carefree
and prefers working in an environment that
won't restrict their creativity, intelligence, and
productivity. They are looking for more than just
pay cheques, they are seeking growth, learning,
purpose-driven work, mentorship opportunities,
transparency in organizational functioning
and structures.
What does this mean for us?
Search and staﬀing ﬁrms will have to make drastic
changes to rigid work policies, work environments,
and cultural norms to ﬁt this vibrant workforce. It's
not a challenge, but just a diﬀerent style of working.
1. This generation takes work seriously, but
non-work pursuits are an equally important part
of their lives. They are opting for 'work from home'

or 'contractual' work assignments which allows
them to dabble in other personal and professional
interests. Keeping up with this trend, most
corporates are already providing a more ﬂexible
work environment that gives employees the
choice to work according to their own schedules.
This is proving to be a win-win, as it beneﬁts both
employers and employees.
2. To be ready for this new phase of workplace
evolution, companies will need to focus on
technology: cloud based processes, video
conferencing tools, ﬁle sharing and online project
management tools. These will be central to the new
way of doing business from anywhere, at any time.
3. Today's workforce is and will be more online
than the past generations; we thus need to shrug
oﬀ the digital adoption lethargy, and make
employer branding and candidate experience core
to our businesses. A digital strategy is core and will
play a huge role in deciding career moves – a lot
can happen before that ﬁrst conversation!

4. But then how does one tackle the dreaded word
'attrition'? Millennials are entrepreneurial in nature,
challenges get their adrenaline pumping and they
can be demotivated with monotony. They are
known to switch jobs and careers frequently out of
boredom. At Antal, intrapreneurship is a key pillar
for us - we let each consultant run her own business.
They are given the liberty to plan their desk in terms
of revenues and proﬁts. The more revenue they
bring in, the more they earn on incentives.
In addition to providing employees a unique career
progression path, we have also made appreciation
a part of our culture. We regularly ﬁnd ways and
means to acknowledge and reward stellar results.
5. Lastly, we make work fun and play it forward.
We invest in annual outings, football games, team
initiatives, and at the same time, never forget to be
thankful via our philanthropic initiatives.
Millennials are here to stay, but only staﬀing
businesses that adapt will continue to thrive.
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India and the Gig Economy
Ajit Isaac
Chairman
Quess Corp Limited

The gig economy is currently in an
infancy stage in India. However, this
trend can prove to be a disruptive force
that can open up new avenues for
employers and employees alike.

With the rise of internet, the global economy has
observed a slow shi towards the gig economy in
the past 10 years. Today, a large number of workers
seek contractual and freelancing opportunities, and
as a result, the service sector is gradually embracing
it as well. With the entrance of the millennial
workforce, ﬂexi staﬀing that enables individuals to
be mobile professionals is a sought-a er
arrangement.
A host of online freelance marketplaces have
enabled steady connections between independent
professionals and companies, lending credibility to
the whole set-up. Collaborative technologies such
as messaging apps, virtual meetings and enterprise
social networks have made the process of remote
working seamless. According to global job sites,
close to 7 percent of postings on job sites are
those of ﬂexible opportunities.
Is India ready to embrace this trend as well?
Let us look at both sides of the coin.
The bright side
For employers, ﬁnding the right ﬁt for a full-time
job can be hard, and even if roles are successfully
ﬁlled, the long-term justiﬁcation of hiring
permanent ﬁxtures can become ambiguous with
time. Employing full-time staﬀ can be cost-intensive
owing to the infrastructure investment required.
Thus, it may prove to be advantageous to only
invest in full-time employees when the long-term
beneﬁts are well-accounted for. Freelancers on
the other hand can be recruited as per project
requirements, ensuring the whole process is
ﬁnancially beneﬁcial.
If the company has bagged a project that requires
multiple people specializing in speciﬁc functions
for a short term, or if the skills required for one

project are not relevant for the ones that follow,
hiring full timers may prove to be disadvantageous.
Redundancy is an invariable issue that arises in
these cases. However, if companies choose to hire
gig workers with the speciﬁc skill-sets, they can
deﬁne the start and end of the project, ensuring
transparency for everyone involved.
Even if a project is short-termed, hiring full-time
employees involves si ing through a number of
candidates to ﬁnd the right ﬁt. This means HR
professionals need to spend signiﬁcant time on
the process, which translates to business costs.
However, if contractual working was to gain
widespread adoption, tapping into the gig talent
pool will enable companies to search from a
smaller, more speciﬁc talent pool that can be
ﬁltered to suit a speciﬁc function, translating
into a cost advantage for the company.

Also, freelancers tend to be less committed to the
company compared to full time workers. Training
them or motivating them to take up subsequent
projects from a company can be a challenge.
The way ahead
The gig economy is currently in an infancy stage
in India. However, this trend can prove to be a
disruptive force that can open up new avenues for
employers and employees alike. Even more so for
the staﬀing industry. Traditional brick and mortar
workplaces are perhaps not yet ready for the
mindset shi that’s required for the gig economy
to fully thrive in a country like India. But such a setup can prove to be beneﬁcial for companies (even
if it is on an irregular basis) as long as they are
willing to adapt and develop measures to
mitigate the associated risks.

As most gig workers operate on ﬂexible hours,
it can be of great use for project based work, where
tight deadlines need to be met and ad-hoc revisions
are required. Also, since gig workers are expected to
manage their own development and learning
strategy, it results in lower cost of training and fulltime employment for the employer.
A word of caution
It can be hard to ﬁnd dependable talent who
can consistently deliver high standards of work.
Someone must take responsibility for seeing that
contingent workers deliver on their promises.
Gig workers can’t be disciplined to suit the
company’s environment owing to the inherent
nature of the set-up. Since unreliable workers and
inconsistencies in meeting deadlines can cost a
company its reputation, the gig economy can
prove to be a mixed bag.
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Rise of the Independent Workforce
Rituparna Chakraborty
Co-Founder & Executive Vice President
Teamlease Services Limited

To keep up with the onset of this
'jobbing-out' phenomenon, staﬀing
companies must ﬁrst and foremost admit
and adapt to this wave of change, and work
with organizations to create short-term
and contract based positions.

“I wanted to create something instead of just
working for a company. I have too many opinion
and ideas that a normal company doesn't
appreciate, so how about starting and seeing
them maturing.” – Vijay Shekhar Sharma, founder
of Paytm shared sometime back.
The last couple of decades have seen the
emergence of many new forms of work - from
teleworking, co-working, and crowd-working,
to job sharing and training contracts. Autonomy
and ﬂexibility are gradually taking predominance
over a nine to ﬁve job and job security in the
workforce today. However, we are now witnessing
a brand-new phenomenon - people are resigning
from secure employee positions to do-it-alone
not just as entrepreneurs, but as self-employed
independent workers. This 'jobbing out,' as I like
to call it, has undoubtedly been hastened by the
recent economic crisis, where a contracting global
economy meant that many people lost their jobs
and were forced to take a diﬀerent approach to
their livelihood.
But is India following a diﬀerent rhythm?
Decades ago, economist Ronald Coase stepped
back and asked a fundamental question about
why ﬁrms exist. The answer? It is cheaper to
perform many functions within a company than

going to the market every time something needs
to be done. Keeping functions in-house
avoided what he termed “transaction costs”.
While globally these transaction costs are
coming down dramatically, especially with the
advent of internet and widespread adoption
of digital platforms - in India, they remain
substantially high, disheartening several people
from pursuing their entrepreneurial ambitions.
Another plausible explanation is that India has a
hostile habitat for entrepreneurship and is biased
in favour of big companies. Public policies remain
antagonistic towards start-ups. It's why
entrepreneurs must substitute a ﬂailing state by
generating their own power, digging for their own
water, providing transport and recruiting and
training their own employees.
Thirdly, not reforming factor markets like land
and labour in 1991 was a mistake. Consequently,
we have too many enterprises today that are not
productive and therefore don't pay the skilled
wage premium. SMEs in India pay 20 percent of
large company salaries versus 50 percent in China.
That said, India has begun improving factor
markets, transforming enterprises, and
decentralising power to states. Kids with the right
skills will not have a problem in ﬁnding jobs in the

next decade or better still, be gainfully selfemployed by choice. However, as it stands, only
certain skills hold substantial value in India while
most others are severely undervalued and
unappreciated.
The role of the government in any country is not
to set things on ﬁre but create favourable conditions
for spontaneous combustion. With signiﬁcant
changes in three key areas - infrastructure,
regulatory cholesterol (UEN, backpack beneﬁts
choice, labour reform), and human capital (lifetime
learning, apprenticeships, school versus college
premium, vocational universities), the Indian
government can make entrepreneurship
signiﬁcantly more viable.
Staﬀing companies on that other hand, to keep
up with the onset of this 'jobbing-out' phenomenon,
must ﬁrst and foremost admit and adapt to this
wave of change, and work with organizations to
create short-term and contract based positions.
They also need to meaningfully invest in
reorganizing and training their employees to
deliberately seek out independent workers as
opposed to prospective full-time candidates.
This will not only beneﬁt the companies in saving
on large salaries but also work as an eﬀective
alternative to unemployment and help create a
more inclusive labour force.
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Evolving Occupations and
Skills in the Digital Age
Shailja Dutt
Founder & Chairperson
Stellar Search

A new addition to the C-Suite team is the
Chief Digital Oﬀicer, who will don the hat of the
Chief Transformation Oﬀicer. He would not just
introduce digital initiatives, but also be
instrumental in planning and executing the
changes in the system, to take the organization
to a completely new level.

Digitisation, while accelerating the pace of
globalization, is forcing ﬁrms across the world to
increase their momentum to change; transform to
keep pace with the disruptions bought forth by
the digital advancement. Businesses and leaders
have experienced these shi s to newer paradigms
and are faced with the challenge of building
organizations for the future. This will require a
radical shi in context and perspective, for the
workforce, the workplace and the world of work.
According to a Deloitte report published in 2016,
organizations are taking the acceleration in pace
for digitization and automation as an opportunity
to close the gap between technology, individuals,
businesses, society and governments, with the
intent to garner competitive advantage.
With the advent of this “new age of technology”, it
is critical for us to understand the changing nature
of occupations and how they are impacting the
demand for certain skill-sets. There is much to look
forward to in terms of evolving occupations. At a
macro level:
1. Work in marketing, ﬁnance, manufacturing and
R&D is moving from set boundaries and hierarchies
to 'on–demand' or project based work. According to
a report by McKinsey in 2015, 25% people in these
functions show a huge inclination towards ﬂexibility
and autonomy at work that they get by being
independent consultants. The ability to provide
expertise to, without being formally employed
by a company is all set to be the new normal.
2. Information and communication technologies
(ICT) are greatly impacting skills across roles.
Creativity and Social Intelligence, are likely to be
essential skills for most new roles created in the
next few decades. These skills give humans a clear
advantage over machines or so ware's, and oﬀer
protection against developments in automation,

making jobs 'future-proof'. The skill sets which
stays immune to digitization are roles requiring
cognitive abilities and stellar service orientation.
These continue to require the “human touch”
which digitization cannot replace without
creating a degree of impersonalization.
What does this mean for leadership roles?
While digital technology is now occasioning
dramatic and rapid changes in occupations and
skills across the globe, it's no surprise that things
would evolve rapidly in the C- Suite too. Leadership
would metamorphose as the old ways of running a
company would require an additional set of “new
tools” in the digital world. Leaders of the future
would need -

Lastly but most importantly, a new addition to the
C-Suite team is the Chief Digital Oﬀicer (CDO), who
would not only be introducing digital initiatives and
capabilities in the organization, but will also don the
hat of the Chief Transformation Oﬀicer, one who
would be instrumental in planning and executing
the changes in the system, to take the organization
to a completely new level. While not being a new
concept, CDOs who are focussed on integrating
digitisation within the organizations will become
the leaders of change in the brave new digital world!

Agility and the non-stop management of
change – From a leadership perspective, the
challenge is not an intellectual one of knowing
which disruption is coming, but knowing how you
can get the organization to embrace the looming
change and adapt fast enough. Leaders must
ensure that the will and ability to continuously
change are built into the very fabric of the
organisation.
Playing a team sport - Leadership will no longer
be a one man play. Leaders at large, would have
to work on creating a diverse, creative and
well – informed team that can produce better
outcomes in the digitized future.
Continuous strategizing and decision making –
With major business trends shi ing constantly,
thanks to advancing technology, strategy
formulation and execution needs to happen
simultaneously and ideally in a seamless feedback
loop. Execution will need to happen at the speed of
change of technology.
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Recruiting a Competitive Workforce:
Should Skills be Built or Bought?
AG Rao
Group Managing Director
ManpowerGroup, India

Whether an organization builds
talent, buys it, or uses a blended approach,
attracting and retaining qualiﬁed people
is the key to success for ensuring
a competitive workforce for the future.

The strategic pronouncements of most companies’
workforce plans today undergo change dramatically
as a result of technological innovation. The fastpaced progression of our digital world has, without
question, transformed the makeup of our workforce.
We stand at the brink of a digital transformation
and the current economic climate demands
smarter operational methods of recruitment.
With technology playing a key role in all processes,
systems and methods, the coming months will
see an adoption of HR processes where majority
of the conversations in India will be around the
collaboration of people and technology, which
will deﬁne a competitive workforce.
Executives in virtually every industry are
concerned about the lack of available talent.
Globally, the working-age population is on the
decline. At the same time, low-skilled workers
exceed demand, while highly educated ones
are in short supply.
Determining the most eﬀective talent
acquisition strategy - whether to build or to
buy - typically begins with a look at a series of
fundamental questions related to an employer’s
needs, structure, resources and expectations
for the future.
Budget, resources and culture to
support a training environment
Recruiting the right talent and providing
opportunities for continued growth is a key to longterm success and strategic succession planning.
Focused professional development requires
commitment from the leadership and resources
that understand the signiﬁcance of the business
imperatives to ensure training aligns with business
goals. While talent development is crucial in every
organization, embracing it as a talent acquisition
and management strategy requires a long-term
vision and investment.

Bridging the skills gap
Partnering with educational or government
institutions can not only help organizations solve
the talent gap, but increase employment
opportunities for those who currently do not have
the skills required for career progression. Working
with universities to design curriculum that supports
in-demand skill development can help
organizations meet recruiting goals as well as
strengthen performance and retention. Investing
in training and building capabilities ensures
individuals are prepared to excel.
Environment where talent is built
as a long-term strategy
Successful companies understand the beneﬁt of
intellectual enrichment and invest in training and
development of their talent. This commitment
needs to extend down through the ranks that is
implementing mobility programs to expose
employees to diﬀerent functions and job roles or
coaching managers about how to develop and
reward team members for contributions that drive
organizational change.
Whether an organization builds talent, buys it, or
uses a blended approach, attracting and retaining
qualiﬁed people is the key to success for ensuring a
competitive workforce for the future. With the talent
shortage here to stay, victory will come to those who
cultivate human resources in new ways. We can't
just assume that talent can be bought, at the same
time; we can't assume talent can be built, unless we
create an environment that nurtures it. It takes time
and expertise as it relates to economic context,
industry trends and market dynamics.
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Thriving In A Candidate Driven Market
Sandeep Mitra
Director
VBeyond Corporation

Talent today expects the same kind
of user experience when interacting with
a staﬀing ﬁrm and the employer, that
they expect when asking for a cab or
a restaurant booking on a mobile app.

It may sound like a cliché, but we truly are living in
the era of “disruption”. Automation, in the form of
industrial robots in the manufacturing sector,
algorithms in the service sector and chatbots in
the case of customer care industry are upending
all existing notions of business models, creating
new players and adding new competitors to
incumbent leaders.
Our government's focus on Digital India and
Startup India has resulted in ﬁrms like Paytm,
Mobikwik, Airtel competing with the ICICI and
HDFCs in the banking industry. The arrival of the
on-demand economy in the form of Ola Cabs,
Uber, Airbnb, OYO Rooms has taken traditional
industries like the taxi, auto industry and the
hospitality industry by surprise.
All these changes are also impacting the
expectations the consumers (who are also
candidates) have when they are exploring
opportunities and interacting with us and our
clients. Today's talent expects the same kind of
user experience when interacting with a staﬀing ﬁrm
and the employer, that they expect when asking for
a cab or a restaurant booking on a mobile app.
The way we at VBeyond Corporation have evolved
to make the candidate front and center of
everything we do is by leveraging these four levers:

1. Design Thinking: We realized that the actual
candidate journey does not start with the start of
the application process, but when the candidate
starts exploring. In today's world, talent is digital
ﬁrst, so we invest time and eﬀort to engage with
candidates on various social platforms. Our
LinkedIn page has almost 9000 followers and we
share engaging posts on an almost daily basis to
keep ourselves in the radar of our followers.
2. People Development: We consistently develop
our employees to not think of themselves as
“recruiters” but as “talent advisors”, encouraging
them to empathize with and listen to the candidates
to understand where they are in their career journey
and what kind of challenges they're looking for. We
invest time and money to help our employees
develop new capabilities to eﬀectively coach
candidates. We also use “candidate personas” to
build on our employee's skills to personalize and
empathize with candidates.

their careers and candidate focused social
media properties.
4. Inhouse Technology Investments: Over the
last few years we have developed an in-house ATS
called ViRAT, which is customized for our needs and
enables our teams to collaborate faster and better.
We have also built an in-house learning and
knowledge portal called VBeyond Scholar which
curates learning content from across the web in the
form of articles and videos that employees tap into
to know more about domains, industries they
service as well as to develop their sourcing &
recruiting skills.
We have realized that candidate experience and
engagement is critical to help us serve our clients
better with high quality talent. It is an evolving
journey, and we keep tracking best practices from
other service businesses to benchmark and learn
from them.

3. Client Services: There are many clients who
understand the need for candidate engagement
and building their own employer brand, however
lack the internal resources and skills to make the
shi . For them we started a service line called
“Talent Advisory Services” which enables their
employer branding and candidate engagement
process – from content marketing to managing
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“For e-commerce ﬁrms, the three most
important infrastructure items are information
ﬂow, cash ﬂow, and delivery.” – Jack Ma

Future of Hiring in E-commerce
Udit Mittal
Founder & Managing Director
Unison International Consulting

E-commerce entities would be ready
to pay a premium to hire catalysts that
can raise the bar and amalgamate the
online-oﬀline-online (O2O) experience.

As digital and physical worlds continue to
converge in a largely VUCA environment, and
e-commerce businesses strive to become shopping
destinations of the future, it is imperative for
companies to acquire cutting edge talent.
As online retail in India continues to expand at a
frantic pace, looking to obtain an enhanced share
of the customer wallet, a seamless customer
experience will be the key diﬀerentiator. There are
many opportunities waiting to be explored as we
dive into personalisation, with the onset of mobile
exclusives, social commerce, and geo-located oﬀers.
E-commerce entities would be ready to pay a
premium to hire catalysts that can raise the bar
and amalgamate the online-oﬀline-online (O2O)
experience. Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), Big Data,
Machine Learning, Automation, Analytics, Virtual
Reality (VR) – these terms won't remain mere
buzzwords, but become key professional skills
required to remain ahead of the curve. Aside from
technical talent - product, supply chain, and career
retailers would also be in-demand, along with
analysts who can generate useful insights on
multi-channel consumer behaviour and user
experience managers who can utilize these
insights for experiential marketing.

This frothy e-commerce growth has witnessed
highs and lows with employees being careful in
accepting oﬀers, and at the same time, being
spoilt for choice. This has prompted organisations
to innovate and disrupt recruitment strategies.
As we go forward, consistent employer branding
activations and regular online engagement with
potential recruits - via company websites and
social media platforms like LinkedIn - will become
a norm.

“For e-commerce ﬁrms, the three most
important infrastructure items are information
ﬂow, cash ﬂow, and delivery.” – Jack Ma
As digital and physical worlds continue to
converge in a largely VUCA environment, and
e-commerce businesses strive to become shopping
destinations of the future, it is imperative for
companies to acquire cutting edge talent.

As online retail in India continues to expand at a
Expert talent will be increasingly diﬀicult to come
frantic pace, looking to obtain an enhanced share
by. Companies will have to keenly invest in
of the customer wallet, a seamless customer
learning and development to build expertise and
experience will be the key diﬀerentiator. There are
provide a stimulating ground for talented new
many opportunities waiting to be explored as we
comers and mid-management folks. Online centers
dive into personalisation, with the onset of mobile
for excellence and digital learning applications
exclusives, social commerce, and geo-located oﬀers.
will gain prominence and help companies up-skill
their resources and work with steadfast agility in
E-commerce entities would be ready to pay a
the ever-changing space of online shopping.
premium to hire catalysts that can raise the bar
and amalgamate the online-oﬀline-online (O2O)
Until now, the best Indian engineers joined the
experience. Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), Big Data,
talent rush to work on cutting-edge projects
Machine Learning, Automation, Analytics, Virtual
internationally. But with more Indians going online
Reality (VR) – these terms won't remain mere
and technologies like AI advancing, there is hope
buzzwords, but become key professional skills
that this will change in the years to come.
required to remain ahead of the curve. Aside from
technical talent - product, supply chain, and career
retailers would also be in-demand, along with
analysts who can generate useful insights on
multi-channel consumer behaviour and user
experience managers who can utilize these
insights for experiential marketing.
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Tackling Gender Diversity
in the Boardroom
Sonal Agrawal
Managing Partner, Accord Group India
Global Board Member, AESC
Global Operating Committee Member, AltoPartners

Invest, prepare, learn and be proactive.
Above all, don’t be shy. You must state
your goal of serving on a board to
everyone who matters. Take charge of
the process –and get on board!

At a recent panel discussion on board eﬀectiveness
conducted by Accord, there was much discussion on
the increasing number of meltdowns and
dysfunctional boards in India and overseas.
While boards are grappling with issues as diverse
as shareholder activism, accountability and
transparency, enhanced regulations, and the
impact of digital disruption and technology,
diversity – of gender, skills, backgrounds and
experiences, nationalities, age, technology
awareness, tenure, and socio–economic
backgrounds is a key point of concern.
In India however, gender diversity for independent
board directors continues to be at the forefront,
partly driven by legislation and partly from a
growing realisation that gender diversity in the
boardroom has a direct and positive impact on
stakeholders, employees and the larger community
that organisations operate in. While the numbers in
India have increased from 7.7% to 12.4% in the last
two years, this remains below the global average.
Many qualiﬁed professional women in India still do
not proactively consider or pitch for independent
board roles, either because of lack of experience or
knowledge of how to go about the process .
So here’s my ready reckoner for women of
the future workforce, who want to be on boards
and make their voices not just heard, but
actioned upon.
Why do you want to be on a board?
Think this through. Some love the prestige and
like the money, others love the money and like the
prestige. While the beneﬁts are clear, assess the
commitments, risks and trade-oﬀs, liabilities and
reputational risks.

What kind of board?
Nothing beats research on this one. Board
structures vary, responsibilities vary and companies
contexts vary - individually or family owned
companies and corporations to start-ups and nonproﬁts. Ownership, scale, location and industry are
important factors. Diligence on reputation,
dynamics and antecedents of the board and
stakeholders is a must.
Why me?
You need to tick more boxes than just being female!
Think through what you bring to the table. Is it a
speciﬁc functional skill – eg ﬁnance or digital?
Knowledge of a particular market? Do you have the
time? Does your employer have restrictions on this?
Understand what skills and experience are sought
a er, and how you stack up against those. Can you
disagree without being disagreeable? Ask yourself
some tough questions?
Once you have answers to the above questions,
you need to work towards “Getting Board Ready”.
Familiarize yourself with how boards are structured
and how they work. Enrol in board familiarisation
training. Are you ﬁnancially literate? Think through
qualiﬁcations and experiences that need to be
supplemented. Consider executive education,
training, get a coach. Look at how to position your
experience to a board.
Focus on your personal brand
Google yourself once in a while. All senior
professionals have—or should have—a professional
brand statement. Deﬁne your proposition, your tag
line, and work on your elevator pitch. If you don’t

stand out, you are unlikely to get that call. Do you
write, teach or volunteer? What are the companies,
committees and aﬀiliations you are associated
with? What does your Linkedin proﬁle look like ?
Would people describe you as having gravitas?
Build a “Board” proﬁle
A board CV should be designed to showcase your
strategic value-add. More o en than not, board
interviews are diﬀerent from regular job interviews,
conducted in less formal settings, o en over a drink,
designed as much to assess compatibility and style
as skills.
Expand your network
Professional executive search ﬁrms like Accord are
increasingly getting involved when organizations
are looking for members for their board, but the
process can be opaque, led by word of mouth,
family connections, or the old boys’ club. Leverage
personal and professional networks - talk to search
ﬁrms. Register with the Board Directories. Get
yourself a DIN number. Develop referees. Build and
reach out to a network of mentors and inﬂuencers.
Invest, prepare, learn—Be proactive
Seek out opportunities to gain experiences. Mentor
and be mentored. Create your circle of support.
Find the people who inﬂuence board selection, s
eek advice, pitch your stuﬀ and ask for
recommendations.
Above all, don’t be shy. You must state your goal
of serving on a board to everyone who matters.
Take charge of the process –and get on board!
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Inspiring the Workforce of the Future
Priyanshu Singh
Managing Director & Country Manager
Adecco Group India

When companies support government
policies surrounding technological changes,
it facilitates the overall up-skilling, re-skilling,
and training of the community in order to
meet the needs and requirements of the
workforce of the future.

Digital transformation is causing great disruptions
in the global employment scenario. This, coupled
with the tech-savvy generation of millennials,
who are the new face of the workforce, has led
to increased globalization, a shi in work culture
and expectations, introduction of new jobs and
designations across various industries, and an
evolution of new-age work policies. Rise in
e-commerce has also impacted overall job
scenarios around the world.
The future of work has begun setting in, with
certain aspects of it already in the process of
being ingrained into the current workforce.
Some workplaces have adopted automation
and artiﬁcial intelligence in various ﬁelds of
their organizational and administrative
process, as well as introduced cloud-based
processes, machine learning, and big data
analytics in their day-to-day operations. As the
current workforce undergoes this transformation,
it is important for employees to keep up with

these changes through regular re-skilling and
up-skilling. And nothing facilitates this change
more smoothly than a supportive and inspirational
management system, headed by an eﬀective
and modern business leader.
First and foremost, it is imperative that leaders
today invest in their own learning and take
time out to develop a deeper understanding
of technology adoption and its consequences,
both positive and negative. Through these
insights, leaders will be able to understand
how new technologies can better aid their
organizations, help their current and future teams
adjust to the new normal, and most importantly,
dispel myths surrounding the digital transformation
of the workforce. A futuristic leader will need to
be clear on what this transformation means
to their organization and have a point-of-view
on it, as there is much apprehension among
the current workforce with regards to the
consequences of this transition.

The workforce is not the only area being aﬀected
by automation and artiﬁcial intelligence. These
elements are impacting nearly every aspect of
society, especially education. It is crucial for
staﬀing and recruitment companies to charter
deeper research in these areas, and develop ﬁrst
hand insights around skills of the future. This
knowledge and training will not only help current
and prospective participants of the workforce
develop in-demand skills or explore other areas
of work to remain relevant in the future, but can
also be an enabler for our government. It beneﬁts
everyone involved when staﬀing leaders, who are
in touch with the workforce on a day to day basis,
work to support government policies that facilitate
the overall up-skilling, re-skilling and training of
the community.
As a leader of an organization caught in the middle
of such transformational shi s, it is important to
be agile and act immediately. There is no time
to play the wait and watch game!
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Evolving Role of a Search
& Staﬀing Leader
K Sudarshan
Managing Partner - India & Regional VP, Asia
EMA Partners

Most search and staﬀing leaders would agree
that there is a lot happening around us that
keeps them awake. Being a perpetual learner
about how trends impact them will help leaders
take eﬀective decisions to shape the future of
their respective organizations.

In today's era of reaching out to potential
candidates with a few clicks of a button and a
phone call, it is diﬀicult to imagine that there
existed a time when databases containing names
and contact details of executives were kept locked
away in a safe. However, technology is just one of
the aspects that has undergone tremendous shi s.
Rapidly changing trends require search and staﬀing
ﬁrms to view transformation as a strategic
imperative to stay ahead.
There has been a paradigm shi in the availability
of data. On the face of it, it appears that the
ubiquitous nature of information has largely
levelled the ﬁeld for all types of search ﬁrms – both
big and smaller ﬁrms. But data is not everything.
The larger opportunity lies in your ability to leverage
the information eﬀectively to the beneﬁt of your
clients through understanding of their business,
their culture, the changing expectations of the
candidates and your ability to manage both ends
of the spectrum. Firms which diﬀerentiate
themselves stay ahead of the pack.
Over the last two decades of experience as an
executive search professional, I have had the
opportunity to work with some great people,
colleagues as well as clients who helped me learn
and grow in this profession. Happy to share some
of the key takeaways from my experience.
Empower Your Teams
The walls of communication that existed between
leaders and their teams are now way thinner. They
are keen to stay relevant, engage closely with the
new generation and oﬀer freedom to change their
roles and support them in their career aspirations.
For instance; today an executive who is responsible
for research in the background is also given
opportunities to face the client.

Leaders need to work towards positioning search
and staﬀing as a viable and mainstream career
option for professionals where there are
opportunities to learn and grow. Only then can
we see the industry thrive, and prosper in the
coming years.
Build Institutions
While it is important for search leaders to build
their personal brands the importance of institution
building should not be lost on them. Earlier,
personal credibility was enough to bring in new
business and retain clients, but today it is more
about the organization and platform on which
you operate from. Today search ﬁrms are growing
multiple leaders within their organization and
building institutional credibility. This not only
ensures that ﬁrms remain relevant in the future,
but the legacy of their eﬀorts would last longer as
the lifetime of their organizations will last longer
than their own.
Use Technology to Your Advantage
Technology's role as an enabler is being widely
accepted. Apart from the humongous amount
of data, technology and analytics is also used to
gather actionable insights. Proliferation of social
media has made it easier to connect with
prospective candidates and recognize certain
aspects of their personalities even before
communication happens. However, the importance
of eﬀective communication and personal touch
should not be lost in a people-centric business.
Most search and staﬀing leaders would agree
that there is a lot happening around us that
keeps them awake. Being a perpetual learner
about how trends impact them will help leaders
take eﬀective decisions to shape the future of
their respective organizations.
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The Era of talent intelligence
Sankar Venkatraman
Global Product Evangelist
LinkedIn

With the democratization of information,
the battle for talent will be won by those
who use data in a strategic manner, thereby
ushering in the era of talent intelligence where insights are used to reinvent and
improve every step of the talent acquisition
and management process.
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To help you and your recruiting organization
prepare for the upcoming changes, we have
created an easy-to-use reference chart that maps
“Automation Potential” (from High to Low) in the
X-axis against the “Value Added with Human
Touch” in the Y-axis. The bottom le quadrant
refers to those activities that add little
incremental value with human touch and the top
right quadrant refers to recruiting activities where
human touch is required to interpret or augment
AI-driven information.

HIGH
LOW

What does this mean for leaders in the Talent
industry?
AI revolution will transform the role of not just
sourcing experts but of talent leaders as well. For
recruiters, activities that entail repeatable tasks
such as collecting resume or analyzing/de-duping
proﬁles or social media aggregation, will be the
first to get automated. But for talent leaders, it
would be about rethinking their approach to
talent acquisition.

How is AI and ML likely to impact recruiting activity?

Value Added with
Human Touch

Machine Learning (ML) and Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AI) driven technological disruption is happening
faster than ever before across geographies,
industries, functions, and roles. This trend will
continue into the foreseeable future as AI
establishes itself as a General-Purpose Technology,
much like electricity did several decades ago. Unlike
previous technological revolutions, experts predict
that, AI and automation will start by impacting
white-collar professions (like talent acquisition)
before cascading to blue-collar roles.

• Gauging international
skills

• Data-Driven story telling

• Making the close

• Negotiation/Persuasion
• Re-skilling
• Detecting diversity indicators
• Nuanced understanding
• Gauging Culture-ﬁt
of candidate’s needs
• Gaining strategic talent insights
• Understanding team culture
• Diﬀerentiated
• Community building
candidate experience
• Hiring manager in-take meeting
• Pre-screening/Assessments
• Candidate propensity
• Candidate ranking
• Setting pre-screen criteria
single
• Assessment based on
• Nurture marketing code depositories • Candidate matching
• Recruitment marketing
• Social proﬁle aggregation • ATS updating
• Interview scheduling/Bots
• Proﬁle refreshing
• Database search relevancy
• Oﬀer creation
• Candidate sourcing
• Resume collection/parsing
• De-duping databases

HIGH

Automation Potential

Front-end recruiting activities would broadly result
in the area in the bottom le quadrant. These are
the activities that are likely to be automated ﬁrst,
given that computational abilities are out-pacing
eﬀiciencies of human decision making in the
recruiting process. In fact, there is a justiﬁable
argument that automating many of these activities
would streamline the front-end process, remove
mundane and repeatable tasks from the system
and ultimately improve candidate experience.
As you move towards the recruiting activities listed
in the top right quadrant, the need for and value of
human touch becomes more obvious. These are
activities geared towards delivering high-value
services expected of recruiters in any organization.
Empathetic interactions such as understanding the
nuanced needs of candidates, negotiating with

LOW

clients and internal stakeholders, and eventually
making a hire demand the human touch. These
are the ones that will be hard to be automated
using algorithms in the foreseeable future.
This means that talent leaders need to re-assess
the skills set of their recruiting teams and lead in
transforming the recruiters of today into talent
consultants and advisors of tomorrow.
Meanwhile, for CHROs and TA leaders, machine
learning and predictive algorithms will help provide
key talent insights that will inform broader talent
strategies. These will assist talent leaders in
tackling complex issues in both, Talent Acquisition
and Talent Management, ultimately bringing their
voices all the way up to the C-Suite, where talent
discussions are happening in a way that they
never have before.

With the democratization of information, the battle
for talent will be won by those who use data in a
strategic manner thereby ushering the era of Talent
Intelligence - where insights are used in new ways
to reinvent and improve every step of the talent
acquisition and management process.
So what role can LinkedIn play?
LinkedIn's data on over 530 million members
allows us to provide deep insights not only on
the identity of the talent you are looking for, but
also the member's aﬀinity towards your
organization, their intent in working for you and
the potential of the hire to transform your
business. LinkedIn delivers on this promise with
our proprietary machine learning algorithms that
captures and translates member identity (what
they say), behavior (what actions they take) and
intentions (what their words and actions say
about them) on the platform into explicit,
implicit and inferred signals. For example,
feeding millions of new data points into the
machine learning algorithm helps LinkedIn Jobs
to learn a customer's preferences for candidates
and continually improve relevance over time
and deliver precisely the right talent for
the organization.
On the sourcing front, LinkedIn Recruiter spotlights
help prioritize candidates based on their identity,
aﬀinity, and intent data, such as the type of role
they are looking for and whether they are open to
hearing from your recruiter.
Soon to be launched, LinkedIn Talent Insights is
a solution designed to give you self-service access
to two types of reporting that will help inform
immediate, and long-term talent decisions: the
Talent Pool report and the Company report.

Through the Talent Pool report, you'll be able
to precisely deﬁne and understand speciﬁc
populations of talent you're interested in as well
as talent you have not considered before but will
fuel company growth. Here are just a few of the
questions this report will help answer:
• Where does the target talent live
• What companies and industries does
this talent work in
• What schools are producing this talent
• How is this talent engaging with your
company on LinkedIn
The Company report on the other hand takes
your strategy further and analyzes your talent
at the company level, so you can see how well
you're doing in attracting and retaining
employees, and develop branding and recruiting
strategies to better position your organization
for long-term success.
Access to this data will help elevate the
TA team's role as a strategic advisor to the
Executive Level when thinking about where to
next open a new oﬀice, what salary ranges
to oﬀer and where to invest in learning and
development.
As we continue to infuse Linkedin's data
with cutting-edge AI and machine learning
capabilities, we believe it has the potential
to change everything – a recruiter's
eﬀectiveness, the candidate experience
and the role of talent leader within
any organization.
We believe, it will truly be an era of
talent intelligence!
.
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LinkedIn Talent Solutions provides the
data and tools talent professionals need to
identify and engage talent with the highest
potential and empower their organizations.
Coming from the most experienced and
successful people practitioners in the country,
the insights in this book are the leading
thoughts in talent management today.
If you are looking for a winning talent strategy,
allow us to help you create a competitive edge.
Contact us on lnkd.in/ltsindia or email us at
india_talent@linkedin.com

Read our blog
Check out our SlideShare
Follow us on Twitter
See our videos on YouTube
Connect with us on LinkedIn
Follow us on Facebook
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